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List of abbreviations
Erasmus+ - Youth, European program to support actions in the fields of education, training, youth
and sport for the period 2014-2020.
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/opportunities/young-people-and-youthworkers_
en
NEET is an acronym that stands for (Not in Education, Employment, or Training) the term NEET
refers to a person who is unemployed, not in school or vocational training.
Outermost regions (ORs)
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/factsheets/en/sheet/100/regionsultraperipheriques-rupFrench Office for Immigration and Integration (OFII)
http://www.ofii.fr/qui-sommes-nous
International Organization for Migration (IOM)
https://www.iom.int/fr/propos-de-loim

Valencia - Dissemination event May 2019

Some definitions
- Acculturation: Changes that occur in a cultural group [concerning the way of acting, perceiving,
judging, working, thinking, speaking] as a result of permanent contact with a group (usually larger)
belonging to another culture (Mucch.Sc. soc. 1969).
https://cnrtl.fr/definition/acculturation
- Culture: All literary, artistic, craft, technical, scientific, moral, legal, institutional, customary,
traditional, thought and life styles, behaviours and uses of all kinds, rites, myths and beliefs that
constitute the collective heritage and personality of a country, a people or a group of peoples, a
nation.
https://www.dictionnaire-academie.fr/article/A9C5286
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- Integration: The process by which a person or group is integrated into the environment, the society
in which they live.
http://www.culture.fr/franceterme/terme/COGE296
- Inclusion: The process by which efforts are made to ensure that everyone, regardless of their
experiences, can achieve their potential in life. An inclusive society is characterized by efforts to
reduce inequalities, by a balance between individual rights and duties. (Centre for Economic and
Social Inclusion- 2002)
- Vulnerable Groups: A social group who’s particular situation compared to other groups exposes
them to increased risks of discrimination, violence, natural or environmental disasters, economic
hardship, etc. Social group (e.g. women, children, elderly people) at increased risk in times of conflict
or crisis.
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/iml_9_fr.pdf
- Migration: The movement of a person or group of people, either between countries or within a
country, between two places on its territory. The concept of migration encompasses all types of
population movements involving a change in the place of usual residence, whatever their cause,
composition or duration, thus including in particular the movements of workers, refugees, displaced
or uprooted persons.
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/iml_9_fr.pdf
- Discrimination: Differential treatment between persons or situations based on one or more nonlegitimate criteria.
Conduct prohibited by international law. Under Article 2 § 1 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (1966), "the States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to respect and to
ensure to all individuals within their territory and subject to their jurisdiction the rights recognized
in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status".
- Prejudice: Judgment on someone, something, which is formed in advance according to certain
personal criteria and which directs in good or bad the dispositions of spirit towards this person or
this thing.
https://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais/pr%C3%A9jug%C3%A9/63519
- Interculturality: Refers to "all the processes - psychological, relational, group, institutional..generated by the interactions of cultures, in a relationship of reciprocal exchanges and in a
perspective of safeguarding a relative cultural identity of the partners in relationship". (CLANET
cited by DOUARD and RAGI 1999)
https://www.ami-oimc.org/multiculturalisme-interculturalite / /
- Multiculturalism: Coexistence of several cultures, often encouraged by a proactive policy.
https://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais/multiculturalisme/53167
- Migrant: A generic term not defined in international law which, reflecting common usage, refers
to any person who leaves his or her place of habitual residence to settle temporarily or permanently
and for various reasons, either in another region within the same country or in another country,
thereby crossing an international border. It includes a number of legal categories of well-defined
persons, such as migrant workers; persons whose particular types of movement are legally defined,
such as smuggled migrants; and those whose status and forms of movement are not expressly
defined by international law, such as international students.
Note: At the international level, there is no universally accepted definition of the term "migrant".
This definition has been prepared by IOM for its own purposes and does not imply the existence or
creation of a new legal category.
https://www.iom.int/fr/qui-est-un-migrant
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the finalization of the In&Out methodology, through the experimentation phase. They accepted to
share their stories, their cultures, the obstacles they are facing and “play the game” with us in order
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Avant-propos
The integration of migrants is a major challenge
for social cohesion in European society. Over the
past decade, national policies on the reception and
integration of migrants have been implemented with
varying degrees of success. Faced with the exceptional
increase in migration flows in 2015, reception and
support measures have been strengthened by the
implementation of several measures in sensitive
national political contexts. At the same time, nonformal education youth organisations have formulated
and continue to formulate innovative proposals and
courses of action to address the challenges related to
the inclusion of young migrants in host communities.
It is in this perspective that the strategic partnership project "In&Out: Boosting the integration
of young migrants and young people with fewer opportunities through cultural engagement
and activities" was launched.
Launched in 2017, the project consortium was committed to promoting volunteerism and culture as
an effective tool for the integration of young people with fewer opportunities and young migrants
within the European Union, by developing methodologies adapted to their local context, sharing
best practices and strengthening networking and cooperation between European and Caribbean
professionals on these problem themes.
As such, this guide, as well as the good practices presented in it, must be considered with all the
necessary nuances. Indeed, it is important that (interveners) users keep in touch with their sensitivity,
their intuition as to the best strategies to promote for a (effective) and meaningful reception and
support of the young migrant. Also, the user of the guide should not hesitate to draw on the
range of tools and various resources available on the collaborative platform of the "In&Out" project
https://www.inandoutproject.eu/download-draft-tools/ in order to find the support he needs in his
professional practice.
We hope that this guide will stimulate and nourish reflection and exchanges among the actors
involved in the reception and support of young migrants and young people with fewer opportunities.
May the enhancement of diversity, the basic framework of this project, inspire meaningful reception
and support practices that promote the fight against prejudice, discrimination and the promotion
of an inclusive European society.

Have a good reading!

Berté BONNAIRE,
President of ADILES
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Who is this guide for?
The guide is a practical tool intended for practitioners (professionals, facilitators…) from all professional
backgrounds likely to play a role in welcoming and accompanying young migrants aged 16 to 30
years. Although this guide is mainly aimed at youth workers, we hope that it will also be of interest
to the heads of public institutional organizations and the host society.
It has two main objectives:
1. Support youth workers in their practices of welcoming and accompanying young migrants;
2. Promote a united European approach to reception practices and support for young migrants
within the
European host population

How to use this guide?
The first part of the guide presents the context and the foundations that led to the design of the
In&Out project and the partner structures that form the consortium. It attempts to paint a picture of
the situation regarding the respective regulations of the four European partner countries affected
by migration.
The second part of the guide is rooted in the experience of the five partner organizations of the
partnership. The activities mentioned above were all tested by professionals from the European
partner organizations during the period from November 2017 to July 2019. This rootedness in the
realities of European countries ensures that the activities carried out as part of these experiments
meet the needs and expectations of young people and professionals involved in the reception and
support of young migrants. This guide shows how the partner organizations have been able to
adapt and transfer these experiments to their respective social and political contexts both in their
approach and content.
Finally, the third and last part proposes examples of good practices explored in the partner countries
that can be considered as complementary to the In&Out methodology.

Palermo (Italy)
Experimentation workshop
March 2018
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Introduction
With a high unemployment rate and the massive influx of migrants, the European societies are now
experiencing a situation of unprecedented economic and social crisis which threatens the political
stability and social cohesion of the host countries of Europe. The first victims of this crisis are the
young people with the least opportunities -NEET- (disadvantaged youth and young migrants)
affected by high rate of unemployment and chronic idleness resulting in a large population in a
situation of social exclusion.
Faced with this situation, promoting volunteer commitment through cultural and civic participation
of NEET to their own community or host country communities is, in this context, an effective
lever for promoting better social inclusion of these young people at two levels: first, by facilitating
employability and access to the labor market or training, but also by developing skills and knowledge
about civic rights and duties through voluntary activity.
But with the progressive multiculturalisation of Europe and the current so-called «crisis of migrants»,
raising awareness and promoting a better social inclusion of the NEET, especially young migrants,
frustrated and sometimes victims of rejection of their identity, is a real challenge on a daily basis.
Youth workers face the lack of methodological means and skills to effectively support these young
people in their social and professional integration path so that they become actors of change in
their own community.
It is to meet these needs that the five partner organizations: ADILES (French ORs), Cesie (Italy), DUG
(Sweden),
Beecom (Italy), Jarit (Spain) directly concerned by the unemployment and «migrant crisis» have
designed the In&Out project methodology which aims aims to develop and make volunteer
commitment through culture, available to professionals involved in the NEET pedagogical tools
and training. Convinced that the transfer of innovations, the sharing of good practices and the
coordination of efforts are potentially more effective in fighting youth civic disengagement and
exclusion than isolated action at the local level.
This handbook and the full project are embedded in the European program Erasmus+ – Youth
which the main
objectives are to boost skills and employability, to modernize education, training and youth work
and to focus on young people.
In the light of the actual political and socio-economic situation, the inclusion and integration of
migrants on national and European level, seems to be... difficult. Which is why the In&Out project
methodology wants to contribute to overcoming the present situation and supporting those
(organizations, professionals, public authorities and institutions) that are working daily, at different
levels, for a better coexistence.

Guadeloupe
Experimentation workshop
November 2018
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Project overview
The project defined and tested four different innovative tools and developed one method which
included them all, based on cultural activities and civic participation, starting from the added value
of cultural diversity among the young migrant population living in Europe. The process supported
the development, transfer and implementation of innovative practices in the field of the inclusion
of young migrant population in Europe. Thus, by developing new and innovative approaches with
the exchange of good practices using volunteering and cultural activities, by creating a non-formal
learning environment where the competences linked to cultural diversity are transferred, and
by adapting the methodology to different contexts through the testing phase, the In&Out tools
contributed to the social cohesion and the appreciation of cultural diversity.
To do this, the consortium pooled its knowledge and experience to develop six pedagogical tools:
complementary and accessible as open sources with the purpose to strengthen the skills and
support youth workers in promoting NEET inclusion through culture and volunteering.
These include:
1) Virtual Resource Center dedicated to inclusion through culture (tools, resources, readings …)
2) E-learning training in the form of modules enabling professionals to develop the skills and
knowledge needed to accompany and support NEET and promoting social cohesion
3) Storytelling and Photography modules
4) Artemigrante modules
5) Dance modules
6) Handbook of good practices and methodologies for promoting the inclusion of young migrants
and disadvantaged youth, through cultural and volunteering activities
In particular the In&Out project wanted to:
- Foster active citizenship, participation and cultural diversity of NEET and young migrants;
- Strengthen youth workers’ and professionals’ skills, knowledge and competences in supporting
social inclusion of NEET
- Develop innovative tools and an inclusive methodology using cultural activities and civic
commitment
- Promote a cross-border network to improve the identification, exchange and dissemination of
knowledge and best practices to integration and inclusion in terms
The project is addressed to 3 different target groups:
- 50 young migrants and vulnerable youth,
- 32 staff members among the participating organizations,
- Around 300 professionals and stakeholders, local associations working in the field of education,
youth, supporting
migrant integration, training centers and universities, local/regional authorities offices, European
networks, migrant associations, policy makers/public stakeholders, local and national media.
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The partners
https://www.inandoutproject.eu/fr/partenaires/

ADILES (Association for the Development of European Islands
Initiatives) - Coordinator
ADILES is a non-profit association based in Guadeloupe (RUP
France)
The association's mission is to develop the skills of professionals,
stimulate exchanges of good practices, intercultural dialogue
and networking between the territories of the African, Caribbean
and Pacific (ACP) region and the European Union. As such, the
association designs and implements transnational projects aimed
at strengthening the capacity of institutional actors in the island regions of the ORs in the fields
of entrepreneurship, voluntary commitment, participation in civic life of young people, social and
professional integration and the inclusion of so-called vulnerable groups (young people, women,
migrants, people with disabilities, etc.).
The ADILES association supports associations, professional organisations (Pôle l'emploi international,
Cité des métiers, etc.) and local authorities (regions, departments, municipalities, urban communities)
in setting up information and awareness-raising actions to strengthen the capacities of so-called
vulnerable groups.
In this context, ADILES:
- Supports the development of transnational cooperation projects and the implementation of
communication actions aimed at social integration and engagement through culture, volunteering.
- Carries out and participates in information and training activities on the integration of migrants
and develops, in
partnership with local operators (associations, clubs, training centres, etc.), actions to promote the
learning of French and foreign languages.
Berté BONNAIRE
initiativesinsulaires@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/initiativesinsulaires/

Guadeloupe
During the kick off meeting
November 2017
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Beecom - Association for social promotion (Borghi- Italy)
Beecom was created by video professionals and journalists
to help and support non-profit associations, NGOs and youth
organisations in promoting and communicating their activities
and values. It has already developed many youth projects in
the field of video and citizen journalism, focusing on themes
such as gender, intercultural education, citizenship and youth
participation, in cooperation with several other local Italian
institutions.
Since 2016, Beecom and its members have been acting as tutors and coordinators within "Konfine".
Konfine is one of the 8 groups of Progetto Kontatto, the local youth programme created in 2008
that brings together more than 100 young people each year. Every Friday from 4pm to 6pm, about
25 young people (migrants and Italians) meet two educators at the local community centre. In the
first part (October-December), the two sub-groups work separately. Young migrants work on Italian
language skills, group dynamics and self-confidence. The group of local young people is considering
the production and functioning of information focused on the demystification and process related
to stereotypical migration in mainstream media and social networks. From January onwards, the
two sub-groups work together in different activities such as cultural visits to museums, educational
activities, guided tours, meetings and events.
Serena Landi
serena@beecom.org
+39 3403368415
Website: http://beecom.org/sociale/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/associazionebeecom/
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/beecom

Borghi (Italy)
Experimentation workshop
July 2018
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Cesie (Palermo – Italy)
CESIE is a European centre for studies and initiatives created
in 2001 and inspired by the work and theories of the sociologist
Danilo Dolci (1924-1997).
CESIE promotes innovation, participation and growth through education by linking local, national
and international contexts and is committed to stimulating development and change in the cultural,
educational and economic fields through the creation and use of innovative tools and methods.
CESIE is strongly committed to the inclusion of migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in the local
community through our daily work in one of Palermo's most multicultural neighbourhoods. Through
a specific unit on migration, CESIE targets people of immigrant origin in order to increase the
impact of these activities on beneficiaries; offer continuous and structured paths of social inclusion
and socialisation; and set up educational processes based on the learning needs of migrants, using
tailor-made methodologies.
The organization promotes their inclusion and active participation in society through various local
activities, including:
- training activities to increase employability skills;
- socio-cultural actions and awareness campaigns;
- language courses;
- computer training;
- seminars on intercultural dialogue and the prevention of radicalism.
Julia Isasi
julia.isasi@cesie.org
Website: http://cesie.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cesie.ngo/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cesieong/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/cesieofficial
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/3025835/

Paris (France)
Presentation of project results
July 2019
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DUG – Dancers without borders (Stockholm – Sweden)
Dancers Without Borders is a Swedish NGO that implements and
supports social and artistic dance projects that aim to empower
people. We believe that dance can be a tool for connecting and
strengthening people, locally as well as globally. We work with
dance as a way to reorganize boundaries - physical, personal,
spatial, social, and political.

Main activities:
Dancers Without Borders has collaborated with Project Playground, a youth center in the township
Langa, outside Cape Town, South Africa, where we implemented a permanent ballet program in
2014.
DIGITAL BATTLE is a street dance battle online between young people in different countries. So far
there have been three DIGITAL BATTLES: the first between Sweden and France, the second between
Sweden, Iceland and Denmark and the third between Sweden and Ghana.
In August 2016, we organized an Erasmus+ training course for 38 people from Sweden, Estonia,
France, Ukraine, Moldova, Turkey, Morocco and Palestine. The participants met in Stockholm,
Sweden, to share experiences on how to use dance as a tool for empowering young people and
bringing them closer to the labor market. The training course ended with a performance put
together by all the participants.
Ninna Oom
ninna.oom@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Dancers-Without-Borders-1764361840503544/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDPJvLjtpp0k8GvLQeNUN0A
Instagram : dancerswithoutborders

Palermo (Italy)
Training of trainers
March 2018
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Jarit – (Valencia - Spain)
Jarit (friend in Wolof) is a non-profit association created in 1996
and based in Ruzafa, a multicultural district of Valencia with a large
number of immigrants. The mission of the organisation is to raise
awareness among citizens by promoting intercultural values and
encouraging solidarity, respect and peaceful coexistence between
different cultures. In addition, it promotes global and active
citizenship through social participation, development education
and community development, and by striving to create synergy
between countries in the South and the North. Jarit is a "mixed" association where immigrants and
local populations work together to eliminate discrimination, racism and transform a multicultural
society into an intercultural one.
Jarit is part of various networks and platforms (such as the European network of the Anna Lindh
Foundation, the Alternative Forum on Immigration, the platform for Ruzafa, Ruzafaart, Ruzafa
Conviu, coordinator of the Valencia Community of Non-Governmental Development Organisations,
etc.) and participates in various human rights campaigns. The organisation also cooperates with
other immigrant associations such as Bolivian, Ecuadorian, Uruguayan, Argentinean, Chinese,
Pakistani, Moroccan, Algerian and Senegalese organisations.
Main activities:
- Social action: this is an assistance program through which Jarit's team provides immigrants and
people in need with several services
- Education: promoting respect and appreciation of cultural diversity and fostering intercultural
coexistence
- Community development: promotion of active citizenship and participation of migrants and
vulnerable groups
- International cooperation and co-development: responsible tourist trips, awareness-raising
projects, international
cooperation projects
Lucia Andreu Ferrer
voluntariado@jarit.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/asoc.jarit/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/jarit_ac?lang=gl
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXGylCN9MLo
Russafa Carnival website: http://russafaculturaviva.org/es/carnaval-russafa-2017/
Jarit website: http://www.jarit.org/

Palermo (Italy)
Training of trainers
March 2018
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Analysis of the context of each partner and its evolutions

Development
The law for controlled immigration, effective asylum and successful integration, presented by the
Minister of the Interior Gérard Collomb, was promulgated on 10 September 2018. Since 1980, it has
been the 28th Immigration and Asylum Act.
Main changes:
- shorter deadlines for the submission and processing of asylum applications at the risk of
compromised protection
- tightening of removal measures, extension of administrative detention
- reception of talents and skills, improvement of the right of residence of vulnerable persons
- the special case of Mayotte

Source:
https://www.vie-publique.fr/actualite/dossier/droit-etrangers/asile-immigrationchangements-apportes-par-loi-du-10-septembre-2018.html
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Development
At the beginning of October, the Italian government adopted a decree-law (Decree-Law No. 113
of 4 October 2018) which was converted into law at the beginning of December (Law No. 132 of 1
December 2018). Among other things, Law No. 132 modifies the system of "layers of protection" for
asylum seekers in Italy.
The new (April 2018) government considers that the humanitarian protection layer was too
benevolent. Instead, the government introduced six "special cases": heroic acts, special protection
(no refoulement), victim of labor exploitation, natural disaster in the country of origin, very serious
health problems, domestic violence.
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These special cases will apply to a small minority of beneficiaries of humanitarian protection. The
immediate effects of these changes are as follows:
a. Asylum seekers whose applications are still pending will no longer be able to benefit from
humanitarian protection and will run a greater risk of having their applications rejected, thus
becoming irregular;
b. Current beneficiaries of humanitarian protection will not be able to renew their protection, thus
becoming irregular
c. Make returns more efficient. The second part of the first chapter of the Decree-Law aims to
improve returns and facilitate the return of third-country nationals in an irregular situation. To
achieve these objectives, the law extends the maximum period of detention of foreign nationals in
return centers from 90 to 180 days. In addition, it amends the previous decree implementing the
Reception Conditions Directive and the Procedures Directive (Decree-Law of 18 August 2015, No 142)
by extending the grounds for detention in hot spots.

Source: http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2017/04/21/17G00062/sg
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Development
Entrance
In May 2019 the Swedish government proposed to prolong the temporary law with two more years,
meaning it would last until 19 July 2021. Some small changes will be made, but the reason with this
strict law is still to limit the possibility to get asylum and residency in Sweden.
Education
In July 2018 Sweden implemented a new law which made it possible for young migrants to apply
for a residency in Sweden if they are part of the school system. This means that some migrants that
were otherwise supposed to leave Sweden can stay in the country temporary.

Source:
https://www.regeringen.se/pressmeddelanden/2019/05/regeringen-foreslar-att-den-tillfalliga-lagenforlangs-i-tva-ar/
https://www.migrationsverket.se/Andra-aktorer/Kommuner/Om-gymnasielagen.html
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Development
Spanish law has not changed since the beginning of the project.
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The In&Out Methodology
The project brought together a consortium of five partner organizations with professional experience
and complementary skills.
Thus, starting from the areas of expertise of the partner organizations:
- ADILES brought its expertise in the development of transnational cooperation projects and the
implementation of dissemination actions promoting social cohesion and cultural diversity
- Cesie shared its expertise in training aimed at building the skills and competences of youth workers
in supporting migrants’ inclusion through non formal education and RMA
- Beecom developed a methodological approach based on storytelling and NTIC as a tool for
personal expression and social inclusion
- DUG developed tailored dance workshops promoting cultural diversity and social inclusion
- Jarit adapted the methodology of ArteMigrante Festival, which transforms the rights claiming of
the civil society organizations in artistic works and performances implemented by local artists.
We developed the In&Out methodology in two phases:
- A training for trainers course for youth workers lasting 5 working days.
Organized by Cesie, this training brought together 22 participants from the five partner countries.
This activity enabled youth workers to acquire the skills related to the modules of the In&Out
methodology (storytelling, art, dance and RMA) and to strengthen their capacities in order to
facilitate the inclusion of young people and young migrants through culture and volunteering.
- An experimentation phase: testing the tools, support and follow-up of the target group over a
period of 18
months.
This innovative methodology, which combines theory and field work, has been designed to be
reusable in other European contexts and countries.

Paris (France)
Presentation of project results
July 2019
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Testinomies from the experimentation phase (by the partners)

Palermo, Italy
«Through art and non-formal activities the group shares special moments. Artistic activities create
connections and help to share thoughts that otherwise would never have been displayed. Art breaks
down some cultural barriers and exposes cultural differences in more evident way, and that’s how
the group starts to feel more cohesive and to walk in the same direction.
The non-formal education and art methodologies developed during In&Out project allowed me, as
a youth worker, to know other ways to relate and communicate with young people. It was a fulfilling
experience to be repeated.»
Julia Isasi Consuegra (Youth worker, CESIE)

Valencia, Spain
23

«It was a pleasure to participate in the project as a youth worker. The experimentation phase allowed
us to test the methodologies in the different local contexts, which gives strength to the methods.
Both volunteers and participants really appreciated the spaces and relationships of trust, as well as
the respect and learning that were created throughout the project and that brought together and
created bonds of mutual support among the young participants.»
Lucia Andreu Ferrer (Youth worker, Jarit)

Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe

Stockholm, Sweden
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Borghi, Italy

«Dancers Without Borders is very happy and proud to have been part of this strategic partnership
during the last two years. The organization has developed a lot through designing a dance/movement
tool, implementing other organisations’ tools, co-working with youth workers and organisations
in Sweden and other countries, organizing events, continuing to expand our network and diving
deeper into the situation of young migrants. This opportunity has made the foundation of Dancers
Without Borders stronger.»
Ninna Oom (Founder, DUG)
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The Photographic workshop
Developed by BEECOM

HandBook for educators & Photo-Safari Card Game
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Introduction
This handbook has been created to support educators, youth-leaders and facilitators in
using communication tools, such as photography, to work with the young people in order
to understand different people’s cultures, to promote engagement with others, and to
build strong and diverse communities.
Every session is described in details and examples are provided.
A suggested duration of every session is specified, but clearly every activity has to be
shaped in consideration of the type of group you’re working with.

Modules
1
2
3

In the first module the activities are thought to give the participants a brief
and simple presentation of what photography is, from a theoretical point of
view, and to provide them with some basic technical skills.
In the second module the group is asked to reflect upon cultural diversity.

In the third module (Photo-Safari) you will find a package that includes a
set of 16 playing cards (8 topic cards and 8 composition cards) - plus a
documentation sheet - that can be played by any number of participants in
any location. The card-game is intended for beginners in photography; a stronger
knowledge is not compulsory nor is it an impediment.
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Module 1

Activity 1

_ 5 minutes
Group Division
Materials: sheets of paper
In a game, in which different persons play together, it is important that a fair division of
the group occurs. The following games will give a few ideas on how groups can be formed.
They both have the advantage that the trainer, if needed, has the possibility to determine
the group members beforehand.
Animal Sounds: Every player receives a card with a symbol (animal, family member) and
doesn’t look at it. At the signal, everyone looks at their cards and then using only the
sounds, must find his (animal)-family. Animals are only allowed to make the sound of his
animal.
The Families: The trainer hands out small papers with family names that sound almost
the same, for example: Smith, Rith, Flith, Plirth... As many names as groups needed. The
participants are not allowed to look at the cards. The trainer explains the game: After his
“Go” the participants read their names on the cards and try to find family members by
screaming out their names.
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Activity 2 _ 20 minutes

What’s photography? Let’s find a definition
Materials: sheets of paper, pencils, video-projector
or posters with definitions
Each group sits by a table and discusses a common
definition of the word photography for 10 minutes. Then
we read all the definitions in plenary and then the facilitator
reads and shows (on a video projector, or with slides or
papers) the following famous definitions:

1. The art or practice of taking
and processing photographs.
(Oxford Dictionary)
2. The art or process of producing pictures
by this action of light.
(Webster Dictionary)
3. The simultaneous recognition, in a fraction of a second,
of the significance of an event.
(Henri Cartier Bresson1)
4. Photography helps people to see.
(Berenice Abbott2)
5. Photography is more than a medium
for factual communication of ideas. It is a creative art.
(Ansel Adams3)
6. Photography can change things.
(Valerio Bispuri4)
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Suggestions for debriefing:
• What did you notice first?
• Which phrase does impress you the most? Why?
• What was this activity about?
• Have you changed your point of view on photography after reading these definition?
• Do you think a story told by photographs is different from one told by words? How?
• What will you remember?

Henri Cartier-Bresson (1908-2004), French photographer whose humane, spontaneous photographs
helped establish photojournalism as an art form.
2
Berenice Abbot (1898-1991) American photographer, she is remembered as one of the most independent,
determined and respected photographers of the twentieth century.
3
Ansel Adams (1902-1984) was an American photographer and environmentalist. His black and white landscape
photographs of the American West, especially Yosemite National Park, have been widely reproduced.
4
Valerio Bispuri (1971) Italian professional photojournalist, he has worked for ten years on a long project on the
prisons and drug dealers of South America. Bispuri has won numerous international awards.
1
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Activity 3 _ 25 minutes

Brainstorming:

Finding a common ground in photography
Materials: printed images (see attachment 1),
flip-chart, pencils, video-projector,
printed slides (see attachments 2)
Now that we have seen how the idea of photography
is related to personal and cultural perspectives
we will try to understand some of the basic technical rules of this art.
Ask the participants to sit in a large circle so that you can distribute
the printed photographs of the Eiffel Tower on the floor in front of them.
Start brainstorming around which differences they can see between the images.
List the differences on the flip-chart.
Once they finish the list ask them to reflect upon what they just said.

Suggestions for debriefing:
• Is there any note listed on the flip-chart someone else noticed and you did not?
• Which is the picture you could have shot?
• Which is the one you like the most?
• Do you think that some of these pictures have a possibility to be more than a simple
memory?
• Can you deduce the intention of the photographer in some of these pictures?
• If yes, why?
• Does any of these pictures transmit a certain feeling to you?
• If yes, which feeling? Could you say why?
• Do you think it is useful to reflect upon these differences? If yes, why?
• Ask the participants to reflect on how many options we have to choose from in the way
we look at things.
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Activity 4 _ 15 minutes

Skills on Photography:
Learning from the Masters! (Presentation)

Once the discussion ends you can present a slide-show
to reflect on 5 features to take into account
when shooting a picture.
Note that all these pictures are strictly covered by copyrights:
they cannot be printed or spread in any way.
The slide-show has been created for an internal and educational purpose.
1) To observe • Pictures by Elliot Erwitt
These pictures help us to reflect on the ability to track down something special from a
normal situation.
2) To get closer • Pictures by Michael Nichols, Darcy Padilla, Francesco Zizola
These pictures highlight the importance of placing ourselves near the subject of our
photo. Sometimes this proximity can be physical, sometimes it can be psychological.
3) Seize the moment • Pictures by Henri Cartier Bresson
If you’re lucky, it happens once, if you’re good it happens twice.
If it happens thousand times you are Henri Cartier Bresson.
4) Employ your uniqueness • Pictures by Richard Mosse, Liu Bolin
Your creativity, your imagination... the way you look at the world is what makes the
difference.
5) Frame the word • Pictures by Steve McCurry
Some basic grammar rules from a master of photography.
b. Framing
a. Rule of Thirds		
d. Patterns
c. Symmetry		
e. Lines & Diagonals
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Using yourne
mobile phoibile
is also poss g
for takin es!
r
quality pictu

If you think it can help the
understanding of the safari you’re
going to present in the next session
(module 3) show the composition
cards in combination with the Eiffel
Tower Pictures; it can be useful to see
those rules in practice!
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Module 2

Activity 1

_ 10 minutes
What’s in my hands?
Materials: none
Ask one person in the group to start by thinking of two personal characteristics which they
then announce to the group, such as: “In my left hand I like dancing, in my right I have one
brother”. Ask the group if someone else shares one of those characteristics. That person
should hold the first person’s right or left hand (according to what has been said) and
then add one characteristic of their own on the free hand. For example: “In my left hand I
have a brother, in my right hand I have been visiting Guadalupe”. Get all the members of
the group to go once so that in the end you have a circle in which everybody is holding the
hand of anyone else. If a stated characteristic is not shared by someone else in the group
and the domino can not be matched ask players to negotiate another feature so that the
chain is continued.
If the stated characteristics start to be repetitive, the facilitator can encourage the
participants to come up with new ones. It is also best if the characteristics are not too
simple. The facilitator can encourage the group to express characteristics related to their
appearance, their hobbies, or their feeling about minorities and cultural diversities.
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Activity 2 _ 30 minutes

Cultural FootPrints
Brainstorm some of the areas
where people might look for the “footprints”:
This activity is meant to make the group analyze
the concept of cultural footprints.
Depending on the size of the group the activity
can be done in plenary or by dividing the participants
into smaller groups (from 3 to 6 persons).
Give every group a big sheet where you have
previously written some words as shown in the example.
Ask the group to start negotiating, defining and writing a definition of “cultural footprints”.
Then ask them to list some examples of cultural footprints in the sectors listed on the sheet.
Suggest to them to discuss and reflect upon the different footprints they mention, and if
and how these differences are related, to the culture of the different countries they come
from.
After 15 minutes of reflection in the group come back to plenary for debriefing.
Ask every group to report what has been said in the group and discuss differences and
similarities of the proposed examples.
Tips for Facilitators:
• Cultural footprints can be considered a sign of the past,
left from a certain society / community, but do you think
that cultural footprints can also reveal a peculiar vision of the future?
• Ecological footprint and Cultural Footprint:
discuss the analogies between biodiversity and cultural diversity.
• If you think that it can help the reflection and make it simple
propose less topics to the participants (e.g. just Art, Food, Media)

• Unesco and OECD explains cultural footprints as “all of the externalities,
both positive and negative, generated in the cultural environment
by agents’ actions”. It is considered to be positive when it enriches
cultural diversity or fosters cultural intensity.
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PHOTOGRA
WORKSHOPPHIC

Group N°

Module 3

Activity 1 _ 2 hours

Photo Safari

Materials: 1 camera or 1 smartphone for each group, playing cards,
documentation sheets, pens, one laptop + video-projector for debriefing
Enclosed material: 8 topic cards, 8 composition cards, 1 documentation sheet.
Instruction:
Divide the players in teams.
Every team must have a camera or a smartphone with an integrated camera.
Give each group a complete set of motive cards and a complete set of composition cards
(print as much as you need) and a documentation sheet. The goal for for each group is
that each participant takes at least one photo. Every picture should mix one topic and one
composition card.
For example, the motive card “Gastronomy” can be combined with the composition card
“Portrait”. When the given time is finished the players meet again in a designated area
and reflect on their discoveries as a group.
If you haven’t had time to work on the photography skills beforehand, don’t use the
composition cards or make their use optional for the participants.
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Tips for debriefing:
Before looking at the photos taken during the Safari,
start a discussion with the whole group.

EMOTIONAL

• How did you feel during the game?
• What do you think about the game?

ACTIVITY

• What happened? (In general terms)
• What did you do?
• How did you achieve the objective (or not)?
With a video-projector, show to the group all the photos taken by the participants and
ask them to briefly describe what they photographed and why.
Then, complete the discussion.

RELATION GAME-REALITY

• What was this activity about?
• Did you change your mind in some way? If yes, how?
• What will you remember?
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Topic Cards: 								Composition Cards:
1. Gastronomy								1. Framing
2. Symmetry
2. Garments, ornaments and fashion					
3. Music & Mass media							3. Patterns
4. Language & Symbolism							4. Lines & Diagonals
5. Close-up
5. Architecture (houses, buildings, structures, techniques) 		
6. Myth, Ritual, and aesthetics						6. Portrait
7. History & Art 								7. Rule of Thirds
8. Shops & Advertising 							8. No rules card!

Activity 2 _ Dissemination

Pictures Exposition
Once the group has brainstormed on the results of the Safari the participants can use the
pictures to disseminate the result of the activity to the local community by organizing an
exposition.
The group can choose a certain number of pictures – negotiating the number and the
selection, taking into consideration the quality of the shots, the inner significance of the
pictures, the budget for the printing – and then prepare a caption with a title and a brief
description for each chosen shot.
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Notes
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The Dance workshop
Developed by DUG

HandBook for educators
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Introduction
Dance & movement

Dance can be a tool for empowering and connecting people, locally as well as globally. It
is a cultural expression spread across all parts of the world, which can create meaning for
people. Dance and movement are known to have positive physical, mental and emotional
effects. It is often popular among young people, since it can be a way for them to channel
their energy in a creative and constructive fashion. However, also older people are a fitting
target group for dance and movement, as it helps the body and the mind to stay in shape,
and can also be part of a stimulating social environment. There is evidence that points
on a positive association between dance and mental health. Additionally, trauma and
Parkinson’s disease can be treated with the help of dance and movement therapy. An
increased well-being as a result of dance, is plausible at all ages.

This dance workshop is developed by people with long experience in dance and
social work. The process involves aspects such as physical-, mental-, spatial- and
self-awareness, cooperation, team-building and the understanding of yourself in
relation to others. It can be a way for expressing emotions and enjoying movement,
as well as music and rhythms, individually and together as a group. The workshop
aims to create a safe space where the participants feel welcome to be creative,
express themselves and take action, as well as to empower individuals and groups
through dance. This dance workshop can generate:

“A fun, creative, energetic
and strengthening process
on a group and individual level.”
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Participants & facilitator

The workshop can include anyone who is interested, and the participants do not
need experience in dancing. It does not require verbal expression, which can fit a
group that speaks different languages or have reached different levels of the same
language. It is also open to people with different movement abilities, with a little
creativity most people can participate. It is good if the group consists of at least six
people.
The workshop requires mainly simple movement and verbal instructions from
the facilitator. Some of the exercises require some basic skills in teaching dance,
and considerable skills in pedagogy and leadership. It is also important that the
facilitator is open to receive thoughts and experiences that the participants might
want to share.

Method & exercises

This dance workshop consists of a reflexive part that the facilitator should consider
before, during and after working with the group. Further, the method gives an
advice of how to start and end the workshop, “Check in” and “Check out”. The main
part of the workshop consists of a number of dance and movement exercises. Most
of the exercises are conceptual and they are divided into the different sections
“Warm-up”, “Dance & movement” and “Final part”.
The workshop can be given only once to one group, but in order to create a safe
space together, the facilitator will probably need to meet the same group at least
three times. The various exercises of the workshop can also be used separately
in any other type of workshop or group process, for example as energizers or for
team-building.
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Proposed structure of the workshop

For the best result from the dance workshop, the structure of the session should
go from calm to slowly warming up, to energetic, and then back down to a calm
ending. The workshop is designed to be done as one whole session, but it is also
possible to pick parts of the workshop and do them separately. Keep in mind
that it is good to choose at least one exercise from every section. The workshop’s
length should be between 40 and 90 minutes, depending on the target group
and context.

Proposed structure of dance workshop, energy levels
ENERGY
LEVEL

CHECK IN

WARM-UP

DANCE
& MOVEMENT

HIGH

MID

LOW
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FINAL PART

CHECK OUT

GENERAL PART
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
General Objective/s of the workshop:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical-, mental-, spatial- and self-awareness
Cooperation and team-building
Leadership
Individual and group empowerment
Creativity and self-expression
Enjoying movement and music

Workshop general indicators:
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Decreased prejudices – I have a different perception of the other
3 Ability to create relat ionship and team work – I feel self-confident
3 and I have new relationship
4 The workshop as safe and protected environment
4 where important topics can be discussed
5 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
6 Capacity of reflection on positive aspects and criticism
6 of own and hosting culture ameliorated
7 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased
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Target group: Any kind of group, but particularly youth.
Duration of the workshop: 1-6 sessions, 40-90 minutes/session
Number of participants: 6-30
General description of the workshop/instruction: 1) Reflexive

part to be considered before, during and after the workshop. 2) “Check in” & “Check
out”. 3) Main part of the dance workshop: “Warm-up”, “Dance & movement” and “Final
part”. (See Method & exercises above, for detailed information.)

Material/space: A space big enough for the facilitator and participants to move

around freely. Possibility to play music.

Questions for debriefing: See “Check out” and specific questions for some
exercises. If it is relevant to have a more extended debriefing, you can let the participants
discuss their experiences by using the four keywords THOUGHT, FELT, DONE, LEARNT.
By using these words, we are interested in knowing what the participants thought,
what they felt, what they did and what they learnt when they experienced/lead/took
part in an exercise or full workshop.
Let the participants first think for themselves for a few minutes and then let them
share their thoughts with one other person, in smaller groups or all together. (The sizes
of the groups depend on how big and secure the group is.) The workshop facilitator
can walk around in the smaller groups and listen and ask questions (if appropriate/
needed). In the end it is nice if the whole group can share some of the discussions and
thoughts that came up. An alternative is to do this as a written exercise.

Tips/variations: Give the workshop as a full experience to a group or use one or
some of the exercises as part of an ice-breaker or team-building session.
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Activities / Sections

REFLEXIVITY
Objective of section 1

• Reflecting on power-relations
• Reflecting on differences within the group and between the leader and participants
• Reflecting on one’s own ways of leading a group

Indicators of section 1

1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Decreased prejudices – I have a different perception of the other
3 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident and I have new relationship
4 The workshop as safe and protected environment where important topics can be discussed
5 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
6 Capacity of reflection on positive aspects and criticism of own and hosting culture ameliorated
7 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased

Duration of section 1 _ 20-60 minutes
Description/instruction: As a facilitator and group leader using dance (or another activity) as

a tool for social work or integration, it is important to reflect on a series of critical questions about
the interaction. Therefor the component of reflexivity is included, as an integrated part of every
exercise and planned session.
When working with youth, migrants, or other disenfranchised groups in society, it is very important to
consider different power-relations. An example of this is the different characteristics of the specified
target group and their relation to each other, as well as your own identity in relation to them.
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Two questions that you can use when reflecting upon your facilitation of a specific group are:
• Who am I in relation to the group I’m meeting?
• Who are they in relationship to one another?
To answer these two questions, you need to consider how power structures (such as social class,
gender, sexual orientation, culture, religion, ethnicity, age, physical abilities, lived experience,
etc.) could affect the communication and interaction.
Referring back to the stated objective and purpose of your activities with the target group, we
suggest that you always try to plan and adapt the exercises in order to keep this awareness.
Two more questions that you can use when reflecting on how to best adapt your exercises to
a specific group:
• What do I want to share?
• How do I make that happen with this particular group?
Do I want to teach skills/technique, build an atmosphere, give encouragement, build trust,
empower the participants, have a fun time, etc.? Let this aim lead the adaption of your exercise.
A last question to consider is:
• If things don’t work out as planned: how do I work around it?
Do you push your presumptions on the group? Do you dare to change your idea and concept?
If you meet resistance from or within the group - be sincerely interested in the “why”? What
motivates the resistance? Fear, different understandings, cultural differences? Return to the
initial purpose and adapt the session from there.

Material/space: Papers and pens/digital writing tool.
Tips/variations: These questions can be reflected upon on your own or in a group setting. If
done in a group you can let the participants write down their thoughts and then open up to a
bigger discussion in pairs, smaller groups and/or the group as a whole.
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CHECK IN

Objective of section 2
• Inclusion
• Letting everyone be heard
• Mental- and self-awareness

Indicators of section 2
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Decreased prejudices – I have a different perception of the other
3 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
2 and I have new relationship
4 The workshop as safe and protected environment
2 where important topics can be discussed
5 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
6 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased
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Duration of section 2 _ 3-10 minutes
Description/instruction: Assembly sitting in a circle, preferably on the floor and at the
same level. Each participant is asked to share a couple of words regarding either how they
feel, what brought them there or their expectation. They can also just say “I’ll pass” if the
person does not feel like sharing something. The workshop facilitator also participates in
the exercise. Do not comment on anything being said.
The exercise’s only goal is to have an inclusive, personal and safe start of the session, letting
everyone’s voice be heard and feel part of the group. Any other expectations or fixed ideas
about certain outcomes might interfere with the exercise. This is an opportunity to create
and feel the characteristics of the group. By letting everyone check in to the situation, the
idea is to let everyone enter the space exactly as they are at that exact moment.
We cannot stress enough the importance of keeping an open mind and being ready to let
the participants share whatever they need or like.
Material/space: Chairs or a floor to sit on, quiet atmosphere.
Tips/variations: A shorter version is to let everyone share only one word that best
describes them in the situation for the moment. You can also ask them to share their
expectations or fears.
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WARM-UP:

RUBBING

Objective of section 3
• Relaxation and warm-up of the body
• Interaction between the group members
• Observing/checking how the group relates to physical contact

Indicators of section 3
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
2 and I have new relationship
3 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
4 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased
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Duration of section 3 _ 5-15 minutes
Description/instruction: The participants divide themselves into couples. One is asked to find

a comfortable standing position, the gaze can rest on the floor to create some privacy. The other
person in every couple is asked to place her/himself behind their friend and start rubbing the person
who is standing still. Rubbing shall be performed with safe and sure hands since any reluctance
might create insecurity or tickling etc. The rubbing can be seen as similar to grooming a horse or
cleaning a dirty bathroom wall. The person engaged in the rubbing goes from rubbing the muscles
on the back, to neck and shoulders and then the arms. Be aware that we focus on the muscle
tissue, be careful around the skeleton bones and joints. After rubbing we move on to clapping/
patting in the same order as before. This way of touching is a bit rougher and really gets the blood
circulation going. The exercise is completed by giving 3 “shower-strokes” (with fingertips from top
of the head running down the whole back side of the body to the heels).
The aim of this exercise is to make the group relax, interact with each other, warm up and create a
presence in their bodies.
If people are not used to touching it is important to comfort them by being calm and open to
different reactions. It is good if the workshop facilitator first demonstrates a part of the exercise on
a participant so that the others get a clear idea about what is going to happen. If you are not sure
how the participants feel about the exercise you can ask them before, during or after, for example:
How does/did it feel to touch someone? How do/did you feel being touched? In what way?

Material/space: Enough space for all participants to stand and move quite freely.
Tips/variations: Depending on different needs and values of the group, the exercise can be
modified so that it suits the participants. The facilitator can think of her/his own ways of touching
and give suggestions (e.g. softer, harder, slower, quicker) and describe that in her/his own way.

* This exercise involves touching each other, so be aware of the group dynamics and how
comfortable the participants are with touch. For example, some people do not want to be in direct
contact with other people. Planning how you divide the participants into smaller groups can solve
this. Participants who don’t want to be in direct contact with another person, can rub themselves
instead of being with another participant.
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WARM-UP:

CREATING MOVEMENT

Objective of section 4
•
•
•
•

Introducing movement and dance
Creating interaction and energy
Dividing leadership
Possibly learning names

Indicators of section 4
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
2 and I have new relationship
3 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
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Duration of section 4 _ 10-15 minutes
(depending on the number of participants)

Description/instruction: Standing in a circle, the participants are asked to create a
movement. It can be anything, like shaking the head, raising one arm, spinning, jumping, etc. The
facilitator puts on some music with a clear, not to fast pace. When the first person has displayed
their movement everyone in the circle copies it, all together. After that the next person comes
up with a movement and the task is passed on to everyone in the circle. A person can of course
pass, but the facilitator can try to tell that person that any movement is ok, even a tiny one.
This exercise is a simple introduction to dance and movement. It is interactive and energizing and
contributes to a divided leadership.

Material/space: Enough room for participants to stand in a circle, music player and suitable music.
Tips/variations: This game can be a foundation for continuing to create movement or simple
choreography. In that case all the movements can be repeated after each other, creating a longer
movement phrase that can be “danced” by everyone.

It is also possible to do this as a name game. Then the person who creates the movement says their
name and everyone repeats the name and movement at the same time.
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WARM-UP:

BALL GAME

Objective of section 5
•
•
•
•
•

Spatial and physical awareness
Keeping focus
Warm-up of the body
Having fun together
Possibly learning names

Indicators of section 5
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
2 and I have new relationship
2 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
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Duration of section 5 _ 5-15 minutes
Description/instruction: Everyone walks around in the room and throws a tennis ball or other

prop to each other. This may sound as just a simple and fun game, but it is important for the
leader to make sure that the participants keep calm and serious. Otherwise the game loses its
point and, most importantly, people can crash into each other! If needed, the leader can suggest
to the participants to throw longer to develop the game. With that said this IS a game to make
people relaxed and have fun together. But it is also a good way of making everyone see each other,
take control over the room, keep focus, open their gaze, warm up physically and practice their
simultaneous capacity.

Material/space: Enough room for participants to walk/run around, tennis ball or other prop.
Tips/variations: The participants can start to softly run instead of walking. The leader is

responsible for guiding them on how fast they can run so that they don’t lose control. It is also
possible to add more balls to the game, start with one extra and add more depending on how
it goes. Furthermore, this game can also be a way of practicing each other’s names. Then the
participants say the name of the person they throw the ball to.
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DANCE & MOVEMENT:

BLINDFOLDED

Objective of section 6
• Building trust
• Spatial awareness
• Using several senses

Indicators of section 6
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
2 and I have new relationship
3 The workshop as safe and protected environment
2 where important topics can be discussed
4 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
5 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased
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Duration of section 6 _ 10-20 minutes
Description/instruction: Divide the participants into couples (or trios). One person closes her/

his eyes and the other holds the blind person’s shoulders, arm or hand with a soft grip. Now the
seeing person leads the other one around in the room. It is important that the seeing person “earns”
the trust, so start slow and let them think about how they can be the safest leader possible for the
other person. Let them do this for a while (approximately 3-5 minutes) and then change roles.
In the end it is good to do a de-briefing, where the participants get a chance to express how it felt
to be blind and to lead, since this can be a strong experience. The questions can be: How did it feel
to lead? How did it feel to be blindfolded and led?
This exercise can build trust between the participants and within the whole group. It is a nice way
to explore movement, spatial sensitivity and the feeling to move around, using other senses than
the sight.

Material/space: Enough space for all participants to move quite freely.
(Music player and music if wanted.)

Tips/variations: You can develop this exercise by letting the seeing persons be a bit more

creative: Can they move faster? Can they use more space in the room? Can they use different
heights (e.g. be low on the floor)? The seeing persons can also “move away” from the blind persons.
For example, they can now lead each other with soft pushes in certain directions. They can also
lead each other with sounds (e.g. clapping, snapping their fingers, whistling) that the blind persons
follow. Or can they make up their own way of leading each other? Be clear with that they still have
to earn the trust and therefore be aware of the space and other participants so that there are no
accidents.
A nice variation can be to add some calm music,
which can add to the experience of the blind person.

* This exercise involves touching each other, so be aware of the group dynamics and how
comfortable the participants are with touch. For example, some people do not want to be in direct
contact with other people. Planning how you divide the participants into smaller groups can solve
this.
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DANCE & MOVEMENT:

THE MIRROR

Objective of section 7
• Creativity
• Improvisation
• Getting to know each other

Indicators of section 7
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
2 and I have new relationship
3 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
4 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased
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Duration of section 7 _ 10-20 minutes
Description/instruction: Divide the participants into couples. One of them is the mover and

the other one gets the role of the mirror, which means that she/he copies everything the other
person does. The mover can move how small/big/slow/fast that person wants but is it important
to be “nice” to the mirror, so that the person can follow. They cannot touch each other. Explore
(approximately 5 minutes) and then change roles.
This exercise can help the participants to create movement and improvise, as well as getting them
to know and be comfortable with each other.

Material/space: Enough space for all participants to move quite f reely. Music player and

suitable music.

Tips/variations: You can develop the exercise by for example letting the participants switch
roles quicker, do more difficult movements, listen to different types of music or move bigger in the
room. It is important to remind them of their spatial awareness – where they are in relation to the
other participants and the room, so that no one crashes.
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DANCE & MOVEMENT:

TECHNICAL EXERCISES
in a style of dance

Objective of section 8
•
•
•
•

Learning dance technique
Physical workout
Team-building
Memorizing dance steps

Indicators of section 8
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
and I have new relationship
3 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
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Duration of section 8 _ 20-40 minutes
Description/instruction: If the workshop facilitator knows a particular dance style (salsa, hip

hop, voguing, ballet, jazz, zumba etc., etc.) she/he can teach some steps/movements or a whole
phrase or choreography to the group. If the facilitator does not have particular experience, but still
feels comfortable with teaching dance, YouTube has loads of combinations that can be learnt and
taught. Otherwise, perhaps one of the participants knows a style of dance and would like to teach
the others. Feel free! Have fun! If it suits the group this can also be a moment to share or show the
group something that someone already worked on - as a little performance.
This exercise is good for creating choreography, learning specific techniques, physical workout,
learning to replicate steps, team-building, etc.

Material/space: Enough space for all participants to move freely. A mirror wall is a good asset for

teaching steps. Music player and suitable music.

Tips/variations: This exercise is the only exercise that requires a bit more of the facilitator than

just explaining and facilitating the exercise. The facilitator, taking the role of a leader and instructor,
should be comfortable in showing and explaining the movements, to direct the group and to
include all participants in a friendly and helpful way.
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FINAL PART:

CYPHER
Objective of section 9
• Individual empowerment • Having fun in a social and interactive way • Understanding
social dynamics • Creativity • Taking and giving space

Indicators of section 9
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group 2 Decreased prejudices – I
have a different perception of the other 3 Ability to create relationship and team work – I
feel self-confident and I have new relationship 4 The workshop as safe and protected
environment where important topics can be discussed 5 Active participation – I actively
participate in the workshop 6 Capacity of reflection on positive aspects and criticism of
own and hosting culture ameliorated 7 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased

Duration of section 9 _ 10-20 minutes
Description/instruction: The participants are standing in a circle, not too far apart. The facilitator

explains that the circle is a space created by all participants, by their presence and energy, and where
everyone takes turns to enter individually (or in couples) and dance. The cypher is meant to be an
inclusive, fun and energetic space, where everyone is encouraged to enter and try some movements
or a dance. However, nobody can be forced to enter, since it can be quite scary the first times. As it can
be frightening to enter the cypher, this exercise can begin by taking turns to enter the cypher one at
the time, without music and without dance, to just see how it feels to be inside.
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It is important that the participants standing in the circle also need to be active, moving to the music,
clapping and cheering in support of the person inside the circle. The facilitator needs to explain this and
also to keep reminding the participants of this during the cypher, best done by leading by example.
The facilitator plays music (choose a song with a clear pace and rhythm that makes you want to move
;)) and invites the participants to start moving where they stand in the circle.
Now the facilitator invites the participants to enter the cypher when they feel like it. Hopefully this
is all that is needed for the cypher to take off. However, if the participants won’t enter the circle, the
facilitator can try out some different things. One is to do “switches” where the participant starting,
finishes her/his dance by giving a high-five to a participant that hasn’t yet entered. This is a randomized
and interactive way of providing an easier way for the participants to enter. Also, the facilitator can give
support to insecure participants by entering together with her/him and do some moves together.
When the time is out, or when the energy of the group is fading, it is time to finish the exercise. The
facilitator leads the participants in applauding and giving high-fives to everyone.
The cypher is an interactive exercise that might be appropriate to do in the end of a session, when
the participants have been moving around and are familiarized with the others. The objective of the
cypher is to encourage the participants to experience the feeling of dancing together individually,
in a social, interactive and creative way. A sub-objective might also be to provide the participants
the possibility to freely present a dance that they like to the group. A third objective is to allow the
participants to experiment with both taking and giving space and to be empowered in relation to
pressure and exposure. Key words are social, freedom and empowerment.

Material/space: Enough space for all participants to form a circle. Music player and suitable music.
Tips/variations: As written in the description, some participants might be reluctant to entering
the cypher, feeling too insecure to dance in front of others. If this is the case, the facilitator can
instruct the participants (preferably in the beginning) to take turns to take one step into the cypher
and just stand there for a few seconds – this can neutralize the scariness of entering. After achieving
this, the group can be tasked with taking turns to enter and to walk around the cypher before
returning to their place. While doing this, the one entering can try to make eye contact with the
participants in the cypher – further neutralizing the awkwardness of being in front of everyone. If
some participants refuse to enter the cypher, the facilitator can also encourage them as they stand
by the side and cheer, dance together and clap, etc.
If a debriefing is needed, questions to be asked could be: How did you feel entering the cypher?
What made you feel good/bad? Can you recall the feeling from the cypher from any other
experience in your life?
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CHECK OUT
Objective of section 10
•
•
•
•

Inclusion
Letting everyone be heard
Mental and self-awareness
Wrapping up the workshop

Indicators of section 10
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Decreased prejudices – I have a different perception of the other
3 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
and I have new relationship
4 The workshop as safe and protected environment
where important topics can be discussed
5 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
6 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased

Duration of section 10 _ 3-10 minutes
Description/instruction: See check in above.
Material/space: Chairs or a floor to sit on, quiet atmosphere
Tips/variations: A nice way of checking out is to let the participants say if they would like to
bring something from the session, e.g. a nice moment that they would like to remember,
or if they would like leave something there, e.g. a bad experience that they would like to
not think about.
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Notes
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The Art workshop
Developed by JARIT

HandBook for educators
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Introduction
Art&Culture

The arts, though often underutilized and unacknowledged, can positively transform and
benefit communities in such areas as youth development and education, health and
wellness and neighbourhood vitality.
The Agenda 2030 must clearly address the role of the arts and heritage in fostering
intercultural dialogue and social cohesion, acknowledge the cultural component of the
integration of displaced people and highlight the power of culture to promote democracy
and to heal social wounds. Culture and creative work must be recognised as key contributors
to economic growth and a powerful messenger on all sustainability issues, from gender
discrimination to climate change.
Research has found that the single-most important factor differentiating levels of health
and integration from one neighbourhood to the next is the capacity of people to act
together on matters of common interest—it is the most elusive ingredient to make a
greater difference in the health and well-being of individuals and neighbourhoods. The
social capital develops by cooperating, seeking and finding shared goals, and by creating
ties on a cultural level.

Art in Public Spaces

Public spaces are essential ingredients in every community, they provide
opportunities for people to meet. These meetings often take place by chance, but
they also can come through active organizing. The art of promoting constructive
interaction among people in public spaces has been nearly forgotten in many
communities.
When people become involved in the design, creation, and upkeep of places,
they develop a vested interest in using and maintaining these spaces. When they
have a true sense of “ownership” or connection to the places they frequent, the
community becomes a better place to live in, work in, and visit. The residents’
feelings of respect and responsibility for the place bonds them to that place and
to each other.
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Communities & Social engaged Art

Communities around the world are facing critical challenges that require creative
ideas and solutions. Art can illuminate truth, offer transcendent experience in a far
too literal world, challenge us to feel, and connect us to our common humanity.
Socially engaged practice, also referred to as social practice or socially engaged
art, can include any artform which involves people and communities in debate,
collaboration or social interaction. The participatory element of socially engaged
practice and the artworks created often hold equal or less importance to the
collaborative act of creating them. Socially engaged practice can be associated
with activism because it often deals with political issues.
Involvement in arts can improve social outcomes for young people and migrants
across socioeconomic strata. The arts have a direct influence on individual and
community health, the presence of arts in neighbourhoods is linked to positive
social determinants and community cohesion.
Migration is a chance for our societies to reach their full potential. Our initiative
tries to create the best conditions for people who arrive in Europe to be change
makers in a position to act and create value and to be a source of innovation for
host societies. The Art Workshops intends to empower migrants and facilitate
integration by acquisition and development of skills and the enhancement of
capacity-building.
Culture and arts can promote intercultural dialogue. In the context of the migratory
and refugee phenomenon, it is crucial to explore the ways culture and the arts can
help to bring individuals and peoples together, increase their participation in cultural
and societal life as well as to promote intercultural dialogue and cultural diversity.
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Method

The aim is to boost integration of young migrants in community work towards
a common goal, raise awareness and encourage conversation around issues, or
perhaps to improve their physical or psychological conditions. Art lies in the people
who take part in it, the actions they take, and the change they create.
This workshop intends to be a meeting between the different social stakeholders,
which becomes potentially necessary to contribute to the fulfillment of the
Sustainable Development Goals. These actors are, in addition to governmental
institutions, the different organizations and social platforms that have been
committed and experienced in social struggles for years, and activist artists who
want to get involved in these struggles through art. The synergies of these groups
will involve the entire population, whose active participation in this commitment
will be decisive for Sustainable Development.

Participants & facilitator

It is useful that the facilitator starts each session with icebreaker activities, which are
efficient and useful to establish a good and confident atmosphere into the work
group, improving the capabilities to listen to each other and to reflect together on
the issue proposed by the workshop. Language difficulties ca be an obstacle but
can be minimized thanks to the support of some participants who can assume
the role of linguistic facilitators.

Facilitators should encourage participants to:

> Reflect about art as more than a simple tool of self-expression
> Experience the art as tool to demand and share political
> and social issues inside a community
> Cooperation and share of different cultural backgrounds and ideas about art
> Be cooperative when sharing and choosing the social political issue to demand
> Be interactive in doing the “art work”
> Work in groups
> Support and help others when they do not understand
> and the language becomes an obstacle
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GENERAL PART
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
General Objective/s of the workshop:
To make social issues and Sustainable Development Goals visible through public art,
contribute to the creation of a critical, participatory and active citizenship, committed to
the construction of a global, fair and equitable society

Workshop general indicators:
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Decreased prejudices – I have a different perception of the other
3 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
3 and I have new relationship
4 The workshop as safe and protected environment
3 where important topics can be discussed
5 Active participation – I actively participate in the workshop
6 Capacity of reflection on positive aspects and criticism of own
3 and hosting culture ameliorated
7 Self-consciousness on personal aspects increased
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Target group: Any kind of group, but particularly young migrants
and disadvantaged people, artists, volunteers, social workers.

ART MIGRANT exercises current integration strategies, addressing not only the
collective determined as young immigrants and disadvantaged, but transversally to
the entire society.

Duration of the workshop: 3 sessions of 2 hours
Number of participants: 15-20 persons (it’s up to needs of the partner)
General description of the workshop/instruction:

The workshop-factory “Art Migrant” is designed for four groups, one for each of the 4
thematic axes of the SDGs, or social problems:
I) Human rights and fundamental freedoms.
II) Citizen participation, sustainable neighborhood for a more habitable world.
III) Ecology, environment, biodiversity, climate change.
IV) Geopolitical, economic and social globalization
• Each group must choose a topic, the artistic intervention in public space will be
carried out around one of these topics.
• By analyzing the environment the groups have to detect the problems or social
needs of the place.
• Raise the chosen topic in the form of a campaign, analyzing and designing a solution
or a claim.
It is important to define the content proposal well. After selecting a theme, the groups
have to prepare a representation or artistic staging of this theme.
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Material/space:

Different artistic materials (preferably ecological materials,
recycled, reused, and respectful towards the environment). Balconies, facades, walls,
trees, architectural elements, urban furniture, shop windows, and other public spaces,
that respect the environment and the whole neighborhood; obtaining relevant
permits.

Questions for debriefing:
• The Sustainable Development Goals,
• Local and Global Campaigns.

Tips/variations:
The execution of events in public spaces always involves acting with patience, empathy
and respect for people and their opinions.
We advise the creation of informative and / or didactic material for the public, where
the artistic proposal is explained, the campaign or theme is detailed, the authors and
participants are named.

Resources: The list of the Sustainable development goals, informative material
on the subject to be treated.
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Activities / Sections

Section 1

Objective of section 1

• Detect and define the main problems and social needs that are going to be themes
of artistic interventions. Another option is to use the Sustainable Development Goals as
themes, we propose grouping them into 4 thematic axes. Develop the artistic proposal
that transmits the elaborated message. Define the formats, materials and supports for
the intervention.

Indicators of section 1

1The stimulation to reflect on one’s own lives, and on what we take
1for granted: our belongings, needs, hopes, beliefs and visions of the future.
2 he stimulation of an active, committed and critical learning methodology.
3 The elaboration of alternative proposals that can contribute to achieve
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Duration of section 1

2- 3 hours, depending on the approach of each partner. It can be divided into 2 parts.
Description/instruction:

Get together with the participants and divide the big group into 4 or 5 smaller groups. Each
group should reflect on the social problems, needs or the sustainable development goals in
order to choose one of them per group. Each group should think about how to express and
shape the message and design the artistic intervention that best suits the group and better
transmits the idea. As a result of this section, it is important to obtain a list of the materials,
supports, resources and the location of the artistic intervention, from each group.

Material/space:

Papers, pens, colour pencils

Tips/variations:

Try to ensure that the contents of the work are deep and critical reflections and not mere
illustrations of the subject.

Resources needed:

The list of the Sustainable development goals, informative material on the subject to be treated.
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Section 2

Objective of section 2
• To intervene artistically in a public space expressing a message or claim and promoting
awareness through art and culture regarding social problems and the objectives of
sustainable development.

Indicators of section 2
1 Stimulation of the active participation of the beneficiaries
1 and the general public which become more aware of the social problems
1 and the sustainable development goals.
2 Effective dissemination of the sustainable development goals.
3 Promoted the awareness regarding social problems, needs or the United Nations’ goals.
4 Increased the capacity of reflection of the social needs
4 from an artistic and cultural perspective.
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Duration of section 2

2- 3 hours, depending on the approach of each partner.
Description/instruction:
Carry out the artistic interventions in the chosen public space or, in case that the work is
done separately, install it in the corresponding public space.
Material/space:
Artistic materials defined in session 1
Tips/variations:
Be informed and obtain all the necessary permits for interventions in public spaces in advance.
Resources needed:
Permits needed for the installation of the art works.
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Section 3
Objective of section 3
• Reflect on the results of the workshop and how to promote
the artistic intervention and the elaborated work to the citizens.

Indicators of section 3
1 Elaborate informative or didactic materials to make known the artistic work
and the communication in social networks.

Duration of section 3

2- 3 hours, depending on the approach of each partner.
Description/instruction:
A sharing of the work done, analyzing each artistic proposal and discussing whether the
objectives have been achieved. Which would be the best materials, design and format
for the dissemination of the artistic proposals in order to promote the general public’s
awareness? Preparation of educational materials and / or information leaflets, organization
of guided visits.
Material/space:
Papers, pens, colour pencils.
Resources needed:
The list of the Sustainable development goals, informative material on the subject to be
treated.
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Notes
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The RMA workshop
Developed by CESIE

HandBook for educators
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Introduction

“The words, slowly and painfully,
become action, life” (Danilo Dolci, 1984)1
The Reciprocal Maieutic Approach (RMA) is a dialectic method of inquiry and “popular selfanalysis” for the empowerment of communities and individuals and it can be defined as
a “process of collective exploration that takes, as a departure point, the experience
and the intuition of individuals” (Dolci, 1996).
RMA is a group communication strategy (Habermas, 1986)2 that enables all the elements in
the group to give their ideas and opinions, contributing through this to the development
of a final common idea in order to make a change in the individual and collective
social/political/economic/ educational spheres (Mangano, 1992)3. The methodology was
developed by Danilo Dolci from the Socratic concept of Maieutic: Socrates’ Maieutics is
unidirectional, while for Danilo Dolci the concept of knowledge comes from experience
and a reciprocal relationship is necessary. As the name says, RMA is a “reciprocal” process
between at least two persons and it is normally done inside a group, with one person
asking questions and others giving answers. It is the reciprocal maieutic communication
that brings out people’s knowledge, with all participants learning from each other.
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Who is Danilo Dolci?
Danilo Dolci (Sesana, 28 June 1924 - Trappeto, 30 December 1997) was a sociologist,
poet, educator and activist of Italian non-violence.
From 1952 he moved to western Sicily (Trappeto and Partinico, small villages close
to Palermo) where he promoted non-violent struggles against the mafia and
underdevelopment, for rights and work: such social commitment earned him the
nickname of “Italian Gandhi” or “Gandhi of Sicily”
In his activity of social animation and political struggle, Danilo Dolci has always
used coherence and courage together with the instruments of non-violence.

Why RMA?
The RMA, developed by Danilo Dolci, is an important characteristic of the social
and educational work of Dolci and his working method: he considered that no real
change could ignore the involvement or the direct participation of those directly
affected, rather than handing out “pre-packaged truths”.
The RMA comes from the concept of Socrates’ maieutic. It derives from the ancient
that literally stands for the midwife art: every educational act is
Greek
like giving birth to all the inner potentialities of the individual who wants to learn, as
the mother wants her child to birth from her womb. Socrates’ maieutic compares
the philosopher to the “midwife of knowledge” that does not fill the student mind
with a priori information, but helps him/her bring his knowledge to light, using
the dialogue as a dialectical tool. What makes the difference between these two
concepts is the fact that Socrates’ Maieutic is unidirectional, while Danilo Dolci,
despite the fact that knowledge can be born from experience and its sharing,
requires reciprocity in communication.
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In the meetings coordinated by Dolci, everyone learned to deal with others, to
listen and to decide. It was during meetings with local farmers and fishermen that
some of the most important ideas for change in western Sicily took shape.
These ideas were later put into practice, and they represented an important
incentive for the economic development of the area, removing an important
branch from the mafia: control over the limited available water resources, which
could be an instrument of control over the citizens. Providing in this area of western
Sicily, the birth and development of many companies and cooperatives, becoming
an opportunity for economic, social and civil change.

Dolci, D. (1984). The World is only one creature. Warwick, Amity House.
Habermas, J. (1986). Teoria dell’agire comunicativo. Bologna, Il Mulino.
3
Mangano, A. (1992). Danilo Dolci educatore. S. Domenico di Fiesole (FI),
Edizioni cultura della pace.
1

2
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RMA
The workshop
“Many participants realised they had deeper needs and dreams - RMA
workshops tend to transform such needs and personal dreams into shared
objectives in order to make them become common social development
projects.” (Giuseppe Barone)4
The RMA workshop application of the Reciprocal Maieutic Approach is developed
by Danilo Dolci. The completeness and simplicity of an RMA workshop can be
disclosed only by those who experience it: questioning is a science and an art.
RMA has a wider applicability as educational approach so it can be adapted to
different topics and situations, fostering participatory learning in a non-violent,
stimulating and cooperative environment for learners. Going through the RMA
process and therefore learn how to employ it, is an important achievement in the
field of communication with sensitive targets.
The target group of the In&Out project is disadvantaged young people, with and
without a migrant background. Their position as young people, foreigners and
socially excluded, makes it difficult to express their opinions, thoughts and dreams,
and places them in a passive position, as “receivers”, not always considering their
opinions and dreams or listening to them.
Our project regards these young people as a resource, and through the RMA
methodology, In&Out participants and all young people experimenting it, had
the opportunity to express themselves, listen to each other and reach a common
point, which is important for the development of the group and its individuals.
4

Barone, G. (2010) Una rivoluzione nonviolenta (Non-violent revolution). Italy.
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The RMA learning process starts with a long-term process of analysis and discussion
about meaningful themes, in order for the group to get deeper into feelings, inner
perspectives and needs that people have. This process emphasizes individual
learners’ capacity to discover their own vital interests and to express their feelings
freely.5
Through the RMA workshop, trainers and youth workers support youth development,
by improving quality on communication competencies; analysing the meaning of
key-words important in intercultural learning process; improving soft skills, such
as: self-reflection, listening, empathy, open-mindedness and respect.
To apply the methodology RMA workshop, it is essential to consider the following
general characteristics:

Group of people:

The group can be made up of any kind of person in any age: children, youth or
adults, professionals or ordinary citizens;
If possible, it is important to enable a coexistence between ordinary people, experts
and professionals within the group;
The size of the group is maximum 20 participants and minimum 10.

Dolci, A.; Amico, F. (2009) Reciprocal Maieutic Approach In adult education.
Lifelong Learning Programme – Sub- Programme Grundtvig. EDDILI. Project N.:
502999-LLP-1-2009-IT-GRUNDTVIG-GMP. https://danilodolci.org/media/English.pdf

5
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Coordinator:

There is only one RMA coordinator for each session;
He/she is the person who coordinates the session and guides the group in the
maieutic process; in this case, the coordinator could be a youth worker, social
worker or youth leader who is applying this module with a group of young migrants
or disadvantaged young people;
The coordinator is not a leader or boss. One of the intrinsic features is to create a
democratic dialogue where everybody has the possibility to listen, to question and
to think about making responsible choices;
Advices on the characteristics of the Coordinator:

• Capacity to coordinate the group and at the same time
be at the participants’ level

• Capacity to ask questions and analyse problems
• Capacity to “read” the group, capacity to feel empathy, capacity to value
each individual experience

•

Communication skills: active listening and capacity for clear expression,
presentation, cross-cultural communication

• Capacity of summarizing and using key words
• Capacity to manage conflicts inside the group in a positive way
• Open to diversity
• Creativity.
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Duration:
Minimum duration is 2 hours.
Maximum duration suggested is 3 hours.

Space:
Room or outdoor space, with enough space for all the group members to be in a
circle, usually sitting in chairs.
The space is organized in order to create a democratic, non-hierarchical
environment.

Tips for the RMA workshop
in intercultural learning.
This section contains a list of tips that were useful during the experimentation phase
of the RMA workshop. The section includes general tips for the coordinator and for
the development of the workshop, grounded in RMA theories. It further includes tips
added by the In&Out partners, grounded in the experimentation phase, in order to
adapt the methodology to the characteristics of the target group and needs of the
project.

Tips for the coordinator:
Use the RMA workshop to create a more cohesive group at the beginning of the
In&Out process or in the middle to find common goals and interesting topics for
the group.
The RMA workshop could also be used as a problem solving method, in order to
share real needs and worries among the group members and further for them to
try and find a common solution that comes directly from the group.
To ensure the effectiveness of the activities, it is advisable that the workshops are
structured in at least two or three meetings and that there is not too much time
between them (it is advisable not to exceed a maximum of ten days between one
meeting and the next).
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Preparation…
It is not necessary to previously present the RMA theoretical framework.
The subject to discuss during the session is decided before the workshop, as it is
necessary that everybody agrees on the theme.
To choose a proper subject, you can make a list of the most important topics came
up during the sessions and let the group decide.
It is advisable for everyone to make a priori preparation (by reading documents,
researching, bringing articles…)
The participants and coordinator are invited to sit in a circle, to create a democratic
environment, warm, bright and comfortable.

Introduction…
In the first meeting, the coordinator will start presenting him/herself, his/her
background and a personal dream.
It is important to put emphasis on real needs, interests, desires and dreams first, in
order to understand new relations.
After this introduction, it is important that the participants introduce themselves
in a personal way or by presenting their personal dream. The coordinator will invite
them to do it respecting the order of the circle.
Sharing dreams, especially within a group in which people do not know each
other, helps to find common interests and desires, especially to discuss them
gradually in subsequent meetings (But also in groups that already know each
other, something new always comes up!)
It is useful to have a flipchart or a notebook to write down the diverse interventions
and to keep a record of the outcomes of the session.
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Discussion…
The starting point of the discussion in an RMA workshop can be simply a word or
two. Gradually each of these initial words are associated with an adjective, an idea
or a point of view, and that is how the actual workshop activity begins.
The coordinator invites the participants to share their point of view from their
personal experience one by one, remembering to respect the order of the circle.

Example:
What is art according to your personal experience?
What is creativity according to your personal experience?
During this phase, the coordinator takes notes and summarizes the most
important outcomes from each participant’s reflexion.
It is time to discuss. The coordinator will continue asking questions regarding the
words and the topic, and the group will answer, always using their knowledge and
previous experiences as references.

Example:

Do you feel creative? In which moments?
Is art and creativity necessarily connected or not?
During the session, the participants should ask if they can speak, creating an order
that should be respected.
It is important that everybody listens actively to each other’s voice.
The RMA coordinator can intervene and give his/her own contribution in order to
enable true reciprocity.
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Conclusion…
To conclude the workshop, the RMA coordinator should synthesize all the
interventions and summarize the questions emerging from the dialogue.
The group, together with the coordinator, could use the conclusion time to discuss
and agree on the topic to be discussed during the next session.
The coordinator also invites participants to reflect individually and to reopen the
discussion during the next workshop.
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GENERAL PART
WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
General Objective/s of the workshop:
• To exchange opinions, ideas and point of views
• To overcome limits and continue growing as a group and individuals
• To interact and meet each other using dialogue
• To analyse the meaning of the words, the difference existing between them and the
potential effects of the concepts on the learning process.
The workshop can activate a process of interchange as well as a reciprocal enrichment.
Only when communication between the workshop participants is functioning, it will be
possible to see a continuous evolution of ideas.

Workshop general indicators:
1 Level of Integration in the group – I feel part of the group
2 Ability to create relationship and team work – I feel self-confident
and I have new relationship
3 The workshop as safe and protected environment
where important topics can be discussed
4 Capacity of reflection on positive aspects and criticism
of own and hosting culture ameliorated
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Target group: Youth workers, teachers, educators, young people and volunteers
(if possible, it is important to enable a coexistence between ordinary people, experts
and professionals within the group).
Duration of the workshop: 120 min
Number of participants: 10- 20 pax.
General description of the workshop/instruction:
The group, including the trainer, is sitting in a circle.
The trainer will be the RMA coordinator.
Introduce yourself and your background.
Invite each participant, respecting the order of the circle, to introduce him/herself by
asking: What is your personal dream?
Take notes and summarize the most relevant things being said by the group.
Each participant starts to tell something about him/herself in a personal way. In this
way, everyone can open up, by expressing themselves and listening to other people’s
point of view.
After the first round of personal introduction, introduce the issue or a “good question”:
- What is the meaning of “…” according to your personal experience?
Starting from these initial questions, invite the participants to focus on the arising
questions and to say them out loud, following the order of the circle.
When all the participants have shared their reflexion, summarize the most important
outcomes and continue to stimulate the discussion, asking more questions or telling
them about your personal experience.
During the session, the participants should ask when they want to speak, creating an
order that should be respected.
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Material/space: Flipchart, pens and papers, definitions of both words
Questions for debriefing:

To conclude, summarize for the last time all the main outcomes from the discussion
and explain the real meaning and differences between intercultural and multicultural,
form the etymology and morphology point of view.
Ask all the participants to do a short evaluation.

Tips/variations: Because of its wide applicability, RMA can easily be applied

to a variety of other themes and fields. The maieutic circle should also be adapted to
specific goals and to specific target groups.
The most important thing is to get to know the group first, how well they know each
other, what their priorities or main needs are, what the group expects and desires to
learn.
Inform yourself well about the morphology and etymology of the words that you will
use during the session.

Tips and learning outcomes from the experimentation:

Through the experimentation phase, in which each of the project partners had the
opportunity to prepare, carry out and evaluate the method with their groups, we
realised that the RMA workshop in the In&Out project context, could be proposed in
different stages of the different stages of the four methods included in the In&Out
project. It could be the first or the last method of the four to carry out, or it could even
be done both at the end and the beginning.
It depends on the objectives to be achieved with the group of participants and the
characteristics of the individuals. It will be a decision for the coordinator/trainer/youth
worker leading the group.
• RMA workshop as part of teambuilding phase: Planned at the beginning of the path,
as an introduction, the RMA method will offer the trainer the possibility to explore the
topics and interests of the group, being able, to adapt the rest of the activities to the
group needs. It will create a starting point to introduce the topics and to know the
previous experiences of the participants.
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• RMA workshop as part of conclusion and evaluation phase: Proposed at the end of the
In&Out training course, this activity will be a conclusion, evaluation or reflection for the
group. In this case, the group will be more consolidated and probably, the participants
will feel more comfortable sharing some personal topics with their fellows, such as
their dreams or their personal experiences.
Below, we share with you some of the difficulties that came up during our
experimentation phase, in order to give the possibility to prevent them and to be
ready…
- Knowledge vs. Transmission could be concepts that are too abstract, especially in
groups with linguistic obstacles.
- Strong emotions and crying can be part of the experience when the participants
share their personal stories. The RMA coordinator should be prepared to deal with
that.
- Migrants can feel frustrated talking about how to be an active citizen.
- It is likely that the participants will feel more comfortable and eager to participate
openly after spending some time on doing presentations.
- In some groups, the suggested time can be perceived as too long. In other cases, two
hours is not enough and a suggestion is to then make a longer session with a break
in the middle.
- In other cases, 2 hours couldn’t be enough time and it could be an idea to make a
longer session with a break in the middle.
Some of the topics used during the In&Out experimentation phase:
• Personal history
• Difficulties in the place where they live
• The racism and discrimination they are confronted with every day
• Art and creativity

Resources:

• Dolci, A.; Amico, F. (2009) Reciprocal Maieutic Approach In adult education.

Lifelong Learning Programme – Sub- Programme Grundtvig. EDDILI. Project N.:
502999-LLP-1-2009-IT-GRUNDTVIG-GMP. https://danilodolci.org/media/English.pdf
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Notes
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An interactive and multilingual platform
The In&Out web platform is a space for information, educational resources and interaction, exchanges
of good practices between professionals involved in or concerned with the issue of inclusion of
young migrants. It defines the project methodology grouped into five modules. You will also find
resources and a multitude of approaches and good practices on supporting young migrants
through engagement and culture in order to promote their social and professional inclusion paths
in host countries.

Screenshot of the In&Out platform.
The five European partner organizations each contributed to the development and content of
the website. The platform has been widely disseminated to local partners and is a real tool for
dissemination at both national and European level.
Rather than approaching this open educational resource in the hope of extracting specific teaching
methods or learning paths, we also invite all users to collectively experience what volunteer
engagement and culture could be.
Through the knowledge quizzes and discussion forum, this platform is intended to be a learning
tool through the active interaction of users with the aim of strengthening their capacities and skills.
Visit the In&Out platform : https://www.inandoutproject.eu/
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A travelling exhibition
In order to disseminate the In&Out tools and methodology, on 28 June 2019, on the occasion of
International Refugee Day, the partnership launched a travelling photo exhibition that will travel
through the four partner countries (France - Guadeloupe - Italy, Spain, and Sweden) until October
2019 at OFII headquarters in Guadeloupe.
https://www.inandoutproject.eu/photo-exposition-refugees-day-celebration-in-mugello/
It includes 15 photographic panels (three per partner organization), illustrating the experiments
carried out in each cultural context.
The exhibition also constitutes a valuable pedagogical support to address the issue of inclusion
with local authorities and is a prerequisite for a meeting that debates this sensitive issue.
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European good practice examples using culture as a tool for
inclusion
We selected 10 examples of cultural initiatives implemented by governmental, non-governmental
and international organizations. The examples were selected based on the experiences of the
partners.
Spain
The need to act under criteria of good practices is becoming increasingly strong. The community
level is the ideal place for organizations and local administrations to improve their efficiency
and optimize their resources. Action in neighborhoods with an intercultural approach has to be
addressed from the dynamic intervention, as a proposal of interaction between the resources that
are available in the community, organizations or collectives, citizens from different origins, cultures
and ethnic groups and the administration. The two good practices below, whose thematic axis is art
and culture offer methodological, theoretical and practical frameworks for community intervention,
from an global perspective.

LA CARRERA DEL GANCHO
It was born as a social and cultural project with the objective of promoting intercultural coexistence
and improving social cohesion in the neighborhood of El Gancho, Historic District of Zaragoza.
It is a process that in its development over time (from 6 to 8 months), tries to relate socio-educational
resources of the environment, private entities and public resources, associations and neighborhood
collectives, artistic collectives and artists, both amateurs and professionals, and associations or
cultural groups.
It is about preparing a weekend event. The program of activities is built under a few main premises:
to show the artistic reality created by the neighbors of all ages, generations and cultures existing in
the neighborhood. Activities that may be interesting for children are offered (illustration, drawing
or makeup workshops), for young people (concerts, youth shows, circus), for adults and families
(illustration, exhibitions, musical shows, magic), and for the older ones (theater, dance). Music, dance,
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gastronomy, and other shows created by different people, and/or by the different cultural groups
of the neighborhood (Arabic, Roma people, Romanian, Ecuadorian, etc.) are collected. All with the
aim of promoting collective creation, intercultural coexistence, participation and relationships
between all the participants. In this way, the true experiences of intercultural relationship between
the diversity of people, groups and cultures present are generated.
The final event shows the result of everything created and also serves to encourage active
participation in the event because activities for on-site participation are included (construction
workshops, illustration, decoration, etc.). The event also serves as a demonstration of the result of
what has been learned throughout the process and as an open invitation to the neighborhood.
· Start date: January
· Month of activities around the celebration of the Carrera: September
· Final party: 3rd weekend of September
· Annual frequency

http://www.carreradelgancho.es
AUTOBARRIOS PROJECT

Goals:
1. Create an urban space for the inhabitants of the neighborhood to meet each others.
2. Create a process of adequate collective construction that consolidates the bases for lasting
neighborhood selfmanagement.
Local opportunities: Revitalize an abandoned or disused space. Value and strengthen the
network of local opportunities and available resources. Put the young people of the neighborhood
as protagonists of a large project. Activate the creative potential and stimulate the imagination
of the participants as citizens, builders and users. Transfer a positive image of the stigmatized
neighborhoods.
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Global opportunities: Investigate ways to build cities more adapted to those who inhabit it. Include
the citizen in the management of his/her immediate environment as a producer and not simply a
consumer. Investigate the construction of a shared city. Rethink the current essence of public space
from its conception to its maintenance.
Autobarrios relies on working in close relationship to the citizens and on creative practices to
transform current social and spatial relationships in densely and culturally diverse cities. It is a
contextual tool, designed to grow in different neighborhoods from the particularities of them.
It was launched in January 2012 in the Madrid neighborhood San Cristóbal de los Ángeles. After
creating a platform of initiatives integrated by different local associations, Autobarrios SanCristobal
was defined as a collective process of reactivation of an abandoned place, reinventing its function
and use through the construction of a suggestive urban space by and for the young people of the
neighborhood and the rest of neighbors.
· The network of local opportunities and available resources have been strengthened and bonds of
trust have been
consolidated.
· The young people between 15 and 25 years have been put in the neighborhood as protagonists and
managers of a large project.
· It is activating the creative potential and the imaginaiton of the participants as citizens, builders
and users.
· Transfer a positive image of a strongly stigmatized neighborhood carrying out a process of urban
innovation.
· Neighborhood citizens are being included in the management of their immediate environment as
producers and not simply consumers.
· The current essence of public space is being rethought from its conception to its maintenance.

http://autobarrios.eu/portfolio/autobarrios-sancristobal/
Italy
THEATRE-FIT WORKSHOP
Created in the framework of Progetto
Kontatto with the support of the
Fondazione
Toscana
Spettacolo,
“Theatre-Fit” was a workshop of sitespecific and participatory theatre.
15 participants, refugees and Italians,
took part in 2018 and prepared a show
that was presented in May in the
Giotto Theatre of Borgo San Lorenzo
and in June in the city centre during a
local fair of art and crafts.

http://www.toscanaspettacolo.it/33286/theatre-fit-workshop-teatrale-per-lintegrazione-fra-culturea-borgo-san-lorenzodal-12-marzo/
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CONFUSION CHOIR

Created by the Mugello SPRAR
and supported by the Municipality
of Borgo San Lorenzo, this choir
sees participation of refugees
from several countries and Italian
citizens and has proposed a
selection of folk songs of different
cultures as a way to promote
integration.

http://www.lorenzopolvanifotografie.com/2017/09/09/coro-multietnico-confusion/
https://www.ilfilo.net/il-coro-multietnico-confusion-apre-lestate-senza-frontiere-di-barberino/

DANCE WELL
There is a town in northern Italy with a novel approach to helping migrants integrate contemporary dance classes.

The project, free to everyone, was started as an outlet for people afflicted with Parkinson’s disease.
The condition attacks patients’ motor skills.The positive results of the danse classes gave the
organizers an idea. What if migrants could use dance to overcome their social fears in the same
way and integrate into Italian society? So they began inviting them from a local migrant center.
Dozens started to come.

http://www.museibassano.it/articolo/dance-well
https://www.npr.org/2017/12/21/572699298/in-italy-dance-as-an-antidote-to-migrant-integrationtensions
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ARTE MIGRANTE
Free workshops open to all, created to involve homeless,
migrants, students, workers and the unemployed. This
is precisely the strength of the proposal: people with
a more regular dimension of life will be able to know
and spend time with those who come from radically
different cultures and social conditions.
Exceptional teachers from the «laboratories» are the
members of Arte Migrante, including some who are
homeless themselves. The aim of the laboratories
(workshops) is to enhance the abilities of each: if more
self-esteem is acquired and put into play, it will be
possible to face a path of autonomy more easily in the
future.

https://www.artemigrante.eu/laboratori-migranti

France
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MIGRANTS
The Encyclopedia of migrants is an artistic
experimentation project initiated by Paloma
Fernández Sobrino which aims to produce an
encyclopedia containing 400 testimonies of the
life narratives of migrant people. It is a collaborative
work based at the Blosne district, in Rennes, that
includes a network of 8 cities of the Atlantic side
of Europe, between the Brittany Finistère and
Gibraltar.

http://www.encyclopedia-of-migrants.eu/en/
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SINGA
Singa is a social network that connects newcomers
and locals to share leisure activities or activities
related to their profession.

https://www.singafrance.com

Sweden
KULTURKOMPIS
Building friendship through shared cultural experiences, Kulturkompis
unites people with different background and experiences.
Newly arrived persons are matched with a friend that has lived longer
in the receiving country and sometimes there are groups created of 3-4
persons. The purpose is to share the experience of cinema, performance,
theater and readings for free with a new friend with more experience of
the new place. Kulturkompis means “cultural friend” in Swedish.

https://www.kulturkompis.nu/om

DANSPIRATION
Through the project Danspiration, dance classes for
unaccompanied youth migrants in Stockholm were implemented
in 2017, taking place both at centers and established open
practice sessions. The project provided an opportunity for the
young participants to get a break from harsh living conditions
and daily life, to try out a fun and physical activity and get to
know the city’s dance culture. Through an inclusive pedagogy
and flexible methods the project reached a number of over
hundred young migrants in Stockholm with surroundings. The
cooperation with the already established dance practice also
gave positive synergistic effects by introducing new participants
to the local dance scene. Today, several of the youth that took
part in the dance classes are active dancers within the dance
community.

http://www.danspiration.se/
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The evaluation
The In&Out methodology’s evaluation involved the four countries, for a total of 32 youth workers and
108 migrants and focused on the project’s effectiveness with respect to the youth involved and to
the transferability potential to youth workers.
According to the objectives, the following indicators were evaluated:
1. Self-awareness
2. Ability to create relationships
3. Self-esteem
4. Active participation and ability to work in a group
5. Integration
6. Capacity for critical and positive reflection on the culture of belonging
7. Reduction of prejudices
These indicators were divided according to three selected and defined tests, which have been
defined taking into consideration general common challenges of the youth involved (reading,
writing, long-term attention, etc.).
TEST 1 – THE ROLE YOU PLAY

How does it work?
STEP 1: read the roles listed
and think about the roles you
play in your life. Circle any role
you think you are interpreting.
If other roles come to your
mind, write them down.

STEP 2: go back to the list and
decide which roles you would
like to keep and which ones
you would like to leave
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POST-WORKSHOP:
Repeat
the test using a new empty
form.

Number of valid tests:
- Pre-workshop submission: 23
- Post-workshop submission: 29
Measured indicator: self-awareness
Pre-workshop results
Roles the person play

Post-workshop results

Roles that the person
abandon

Roles the person play

Possessive mother

Lonely

Artist

Ambitious

Savior

Musician

Opportunist

Rebel

Discreet

Savior

Sweet

Shy

Aesthete

Sweet

Picky

Confident

Mother

Excited

Father

Selfless

Son

Picky

Roles that the person
abandon
Lonely

Mother
Father
Son
Analysis of the results:
A greater quantity of roles chosen in the post-workshop submission shows a greater predisposition
to reflect on oneself and an increase in the capacity for introspection, moreover the choice of a
greater number of positive roles leads us to think that there has been an increase in self-esteem and
self-confidence.
The choice of a greater number of roles to continue playing with respect to the roles that the person
has abandoned denotes greater ease in focusing on positive resources and less predisposition
to reflect on limits and difficulties. During the workshops the trainers focused on each person's
abilities and encouraged the awareness of the positive personal characteristics of the participants.
The choice of artistic roles (artist, musician) highlights the possibility that the seminars, having art,
photography and dance as their themes, have favoured the discovery of artistic abilities not yet
emerged or dormant in everyday life.
Moreover, from the general analysis of the test some differences emerged between the pre- and
post-workshop submission.
Actually, in the post-workshop tests the deliveries were better respected. Only two tests could not
be evaluated. Furthermore:
- A greater number of positive roles have been chosen and many negative roles abandoned
- There were minor inconsistencies in the choice of roles to be abandoned
These aspects also contribute to confirm the hypothesis that during the workshops the predisposition
to work on aspects of oneself increased.
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TEST 2 – ME IN THE GROUP

How does it work?
STEP 1: Look at the cartoons
and
think about how you normally
act in groups

STEP 2: Colour the figure that
reflects the way you behave in
such situations.

POST-WORKSHOP:
Repeat
the test using a new empty
form.

Number of valid tests:
- Pre-workshop submission: 45
- Post-workshop submission: 45
Measured indicators: ability to create relationships, self-esteem, active participation and ability to
work in a group.
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Pre-workshop submission
Roles the person play

Post-workshop submission

Meaning of the chosen
image and number of
people who made this
choice

Roles the person play

Meaning of the chosen
image and number of
people who made this
choice

Sense of belonging to
the group: 26

Sense of belonging to
the group: 26

Integrated group: 2

Integrated group: 10

Feeling of supporting
the group alone: 4

Feeling of supporting
the group
alone: 4

Contained group: 4

Contained group: 5

Desire to escape from
the group: 2

Desire to escape from
the group: 0

Carrying weight in the
group: 2

Carrying weight in the
group: 0

Inferiority: 0

Inferiority: 1
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Closure: 3

Closure: 1

Running after: 1

Running after: 0

Analysis of the results:
Both before and after the workshops, the participants have a good predisposition to work in group,
because both in the pre and post submission, the figures that have a greater number of choices are
the ones representing the sense of belonging to the group. The choice of this figure remains stable.
However, in the post-workshop phase the choice of the figure Integrated group increases. Moreover,
from the single analysis of the tests it emerges that all those who chose the figure Integrated group
in the post-workshop, had chosen the figure Sense of belonging to the group in the pre-submission
phase. These results underline the usefulness of the workshops in creating relationships within the
group and in increasing active participation.
The choice of the figure indicating feeling of containing the group equivalent to having coloured
one of the figures in the upper part, underlines the usefulness of the workshops in creating a safe
and protected place. The choice to colour the figure below that instead supports the group denotes,
on the one hand, the fatigue during participation but also the feeling of being a key subject in the
group. The choice of figures that indicate feeling of carrying weight in the group, closure, desire to
escape and chase of the other were not confirmed in the post-workshop submission: this aspect
also highlights the usefulness of training on improving the ability to work in a group.
The analysis therefore confirms an increase in the indicators.
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TEST 3 – THE PUZZLE
How does it work?
STEP 1: Write inside the different parts of the puzzle
(arms, legs, face etc.) any behaviour, belief, opinion,
feeling, thought (ex.: dignity, new friends, school,
family, help...) that you consider representatives of
your culture of belonging in 1 colour and the ones
that you have integrated during the workshops in
another colour.
STEP 2. As you can see, there are puzzle’s pieces
outside from the figure. Please, write in these
pieces those behaviours, believes, opinions, feelings,
thoughts, that nowadays are not so important for
you and/or that can be disregarded or replaced by
others.

Number of valid tests:
- Pre-workshop submission: 25
- Post-workshop submission: 23
Measured indicators: Integration, capacity for critical and positive reflection on the culture to which
it belongs, reduction of prejudice.
Pre-workshop results
Elements that have been
integrated through experiencing
the two cultures

Post-workshop results
Number of
votes

Elements from the person’s
own culture that have been
abandoned.

Number of
votes

Friends

12

Insecurity

6

Kitchen

9

Violence

3

Work

9

Fear

3

Family

7

Delinquency

2

Study

7

Economy

2

Safety

5

Customs

2

Dance

5

Drowsiness

2

Fun

5

Help

4

Power

4

CAF (French - financial help)

4

Accommodation

3

Creole language

3

Group

2
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Analysis of the results:
Only positive elements have been indicated regarding the integration between one’s own culture
and the «new» one means that the participants feel well received by the host country and that there
are no relevant prejudices or difficulties in the context in which the participants now live. The choice
of a smaller number of elements that have been abandoned reflects a phenomenon that emerged
during the evaluation: most of the subjects preferred to focus on the positive aspects and on the
possibilities instead of on the limits of their condition. On the one hand, this aspect highlights and
confirms the objective of the project to increase awareness of oneself and the positive aspects of
one's own culture, but on the other hand it highlights the difficulty of the subjects to focus on the
critical points and limits of integration.
Among the concepts that the participants indicated as integrated in their own culture, those that
are more relevant with reference to the evaluation are: friends, group, dance, fun and strength
as they can be directly linked to the workshop experience. The others, although significant, have
less importance because they concern general aspects of integration. It is more difficult to make
this classification for the abandoned aspects as there are no concepts directly connected to the
workshop experience. Obviously, it must be considered that the duration of the meetings cannot
guarantee an optimal differentiation between personal and workshop experience. However, it is
possible to affirm that the participants show a good level of integration in the context in which they
now live and the availability of a good social network.

Evaluation from the trainers and staff
Storytelling
The storytelling resulted in a useful technique to be applied in the workshop for its simplicity
in learning and its proximity to the language of the youth not having previous skills linked to
photography.
Positive aspects of the technique:
- Overcomes the language barrier
- Allows freedom of expression
- Stimulates creativity
- Favours the use of a new method to know the context in which one lives
Limitations of the technique:
- Time
- Lack of basic skills in photography
Replicability: Excellent
Supervision: Replicable even without supervision because the technique is easy to use, and the
modules guarantee a clear passage of knowledge.
Dance
Dance resulted in a useful technique to be applied in the workshop for its universality as language
and for its proximity to the participants. Having previous technical skills facilitated its learning.
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Positive aspects of the technique:
- Improvement of the knowledge of one's body
- Overcoming of the verbal language barrier
Limitations of the technique:
- Shyness
- Different cultures can have different views on physical contact
- Physical difficulties (the method has to be adapted)
Replicability: Good
Supervision: Supervision is important for its replicability. The workshop reaches its full potential if a
dancer or dance instructor is the facilitator.
Art
Art resulted in a useful technique to be applied in the workshop for its attentiveness to social issues
and the facilitation to their dissemination to a large audience. Having previous technical skills in art
made it easier to facilitate the workshop.
Positive aspects of the technique:
- Possibility to reach a large number of people
- Treats social issues in an innovative way
- It is a creative method
Limitations of the technique:
- Time
- Material costs
- Availability of local artists
Replicability: Good
Supervision: Supervision can be important for its replicability in order to not lose important steps.
Reciprocal Maieutic Approach (RMA)
The RMA resulted in a useful technique to be applied in the workshop for its attentiveness to the
team aspect rather than on the individual. Having previous knowledge in facilitating debriefings
made it easier to run the workshop.
Positive aspects of the technique:
- Encourages everyone’s participation and expression
- Facilitates and gives importance to the teamwork
Limitations of the technique:
- Time for learning the technique
- Verbal language
Replicability: Sufficient
Supervision: Supervision is important for its replicability. Both: to get information on the methodology
and to share the reflections that have emerged.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
As highlighted in our preface, the integration of migrants is a fundamental issue of social cohesion
in society, so much that it is an integral criterion of the European Migration Network Report of 2019.
If we only look at the data, on 1 January 2018, the number of people residing in an EU member state
was 22.3 million, representing 4.4% of the EU-28 population. Of these, the protagonists are youth:
the median age of the total population of the EU-28 registered at 43.1 years, while it was 28.3 years
for immigrants to EU-28 in 2017 (Eurostat Data). Automatically, for their same status as migrants,
they fall into the category "in a vulnerable situation". The NEET, (Young people) "Neither (or NOT
engaged) in Employment nor in Education or Training".
Very often it is the problem of economic integration and of youth unemployment that become
the central and debated issues. The Infographics per country, highlight indicators such as job in
accordance to level of qualification, as is the case of Guadalupe, or unemployment, as is the case of
Spain, as problems for integration. However, there is an interesting reflection that refers to another
category of more transversal indicators and that, unlike others, are reported for each country. These
are, among others, linguistic integration, access to education, immobility..., meaning that a lot of
work still has to be done in those sectors, in order to facilitate the integration of the new-comers.
Often, these indicators represent even more primary needs, leading to a limited ability to obtain and
understand essential information in long bureaucracy (Italy); unemployment or lower-quality jobs
(Guadaloupe and Spain) isolation and frustration (Italy), stress and depression (Sweden). Moreover
turning, if not taken into consideration, into social tension.
Already in 1984, Margalit Emerique Cohen talks about cultural shocks: the reaction of disorientation
and rejection (in a negative key) or of admiration and attraction (in a positive key) in the encounter
with the other and which usually manifest themselves around sensitive areas around particularly
important domains in someone's cultural frame of reference (eg. national, ethnic, age, gender,
professional, etc.).
Referring to In&Out, the cultural shock is the process involving two environments: native and
hosting country and two actors: youth and youth workers. Representing the last those among
the first facing the challenge of accompanying the youth in their path of social and professional
integration and having to respond effectively to their needs. These have been the In&Out challenges
and premises. The results? Trough Dance, Art and Storytelling, even when led by different animators
and in different country contexts, the methods have reached all the indicators. And what does this
information give us? The non formal techniques have worked, and the specific modules developed
have facilitated the acquisition of those cross-sectional indicators mentioned above.
Cultural shocks have been transformed into opportunities for reflection and personal transformation
and these have been used as a source of mutual training. Intercultural understanding, therefore,
not as remote knowledge, but as a personal and professional practice and attitude in relation to the
other: results which support those assumptions that gives a central role to non-formal education
already attributed in the European Commission’s White Paper «A new impetus for European youth
in 2002».
Plato said that you can learn more in an hour of play, than in a year of conversation.
It is important to recognize the added potential that derives from non formal education, from the
recognition of key as well as transversal competences and therefore from theories such as cultural
shocks, especially in liquid societies which, as Bauman claims, is that modernity in which «the only
belief is that change is the only permanent thing and that uncertainty is the only certainty».
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Further readings
Culture for Inclusion- Handbook of world best practices
https://aer.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Handbook-on-Culture-for-Inclusion-.pdf
The Inclusion of Migrants and Refugees: The Role of Cultural Organisations
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/?action
VOLUNTEERING: A RELEVANT ANSWER TO THE EU’S CURRENT CHALLENGES: Recommendations
brochure of ACT Youth in Movement project
https://ka3actproject.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/web_plaquette-act-eng-22.pdf
“I feel free”: Experiences of a dance intervention for adolescent girls with internalizing problems
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4944595/
TED : How painting can transform communities ?
https://www.inandoutproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/march-dug2.jpg
Building Inclusive Cities
https://citiesofmigration.ca/building-inclusive-cities/cultural-inclusion/

Les Grands Voisins - Paris
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European institution and platform
European Commission (DG Migration and Home affairs)
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/
European Asylum support office
https://www.easo.europa.eu
European Migration Network (EMN)
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/content/about-emn-0_en
European Economic and Social Commitee
https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en
European website on Integration
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/home
The UN Refugee Agency
https://www.unhcr.org/en/
Platform for International Cooperation on Undocumented Migrants (PICUM)
https://picum.org
Migration Policy Reform (MPG)
https://www.migpolgroup.com
European Council on Refugee and Exiles (ECRE)
https://www.ecre.org
European Program for Integration and Migration (EPIM)
https://www.epim.info
European Network of Migrant Women
http://www.migrantwomennetwork.org
Working group on Migration and Integration (Eurocities)
http://www.eurocities.eu/eurocities/working_groups/Migration-and-integration-&tpl=home
Social Platform
https://www.socialplatform.org
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